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TWM Sources 

Trc20Proxy.sol - ln.186-224 

Trc20Proxy.sol - ln.139-176 

 

Recommendations 

Do not specify returns in functions when there’s no need for a return statement. 

 

References  

● https://tool.smartdec.net/knowledge/SOLIDITY_FUNCTIONS_RETURNS_TYPE_AND_NO_RETURN 

3.8 View-function should not change state 

Severity  Status  Link  Auditor Comment 

Low  Open  [Link Here]  Do not declare functions that change the state 

as view. 

 

Description 

The functions _getAllowance  and _getTrc20BalanceOf on Trc20Proxy.sol  can change 

the state as view.  

 

let success := staticcall( 

 // Gas: forward all gas 

 gas, 

 // Address: call the token contract 

 _token, 

 // Start of input 
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Therefore, the security of the wallet is critical because, unlike traditional
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, the wallet is the entire system of Part of security.
Bitcoin's wallet malfunctions and loses most of the user's money, rather than
affecting the consistency of the Bitcoin ledger, but DC/ A malfunction in the EP's
wallet could cause the entire system's ledger to error or crash
Why blockchains need random numbers, with Algorand, Dfinity, Cardano as
examples
Charles Hoskinson, founder of Cardano (ADA), on YouTube 24 posted a video on
Wikipedia accusing it of arbitrary commercial censorship of Cardano. hoskinson
Confirmation to Cointelegraph that Wikipedia's word block on Cardano is limited to
English, German language only Estonian, Italian, Japanese, Dutch, Portuguese,
Romanian and Russian entries are still accessible.
IOHK opens Cardano Research Lab at University of Wyoming with $500,000
donation
All of this, at the Quantum Resistant Ledger Foundation (QRF) (Foundation)'s Adam
Koltun, both reflect a A growing problem. He said
Earlier this month, Tari, the Monroe sidechain project, released TestNet, which
allows users to download and try TestNet wallet Tari Aurora (available for download
on Google Play and App Store). In addition to the excellent UI/UX design, the wallet
also uses addresses in the form of emoji (emoticons), which is very innovative! and
friendly
Hardware wallets are usually paired with a software wallet as a management tool.
Hardware wallet vendors such as Ledger, Trezor, Kushin, YubiKey, etc. have
developed their own complementary software wallet
The hardware wallet is obtained from the vendor, plus software download from the
manufacturer's website to work with it.
The official blog states that if you use an exchange [such as Coinbase, Kraken or
Binance], the Web wallet services [such as Metamask, MyCrypto or MyEtherWallet].
Mobile wallet services (such as Coinbase Wallet, Status.im or Trust Wallet) or a
hardware wallet [such as Ledger, Trezor, or KeepKey], then there is no need to
execute the Any action, unless your exchange or wallet service notifies you to take
another step
The Storm: major hardware wallet maker Ledger reportedly plans to make the
cross-chain transfer protocol SWIFT-backed Cryptocurrency atomic e



xchange is integrated into its companion app, Ledger Live, but is not yet available to
launch the new Ledger Live feature dates. founder and CEO of SWIFT predicts the
future of people's cryptocurrency exchange and payment Demand will increase
dramatically
Cardano (ADA) Cardano Community to Host Gathering in Washington, D.C., Sept. 26
Cryptocurrency rating agency Weiss Ratings backs Cardano again】Cryptocurrency
rating agency Weiss Ratings tweeted again in support of Cardano: "In fact, as with
most other cryptocurrencies Compared to Cardano, everything is of much higher
quality. In our opinion, no other cryptocurrency can match Cardano's 'brainpower'.
This is reflected in our score, where Cardano has the highest technical score of any
cryptocurrency."
Hoskinson has been building Cardano for the past five years. it's the 13th largest
cryptocurrency by market cap. which is dedicated to disrupting and replacing
ethereum. With the launch of Shelley (the decentralized foundation of the project's
roadmap), Cardano is about to allow the Staking: This means that token holders are
able to earn rewards by pooling their tokens to validate Cardano
In summary, investors can enjoy the convenience and flexibility of investing in and
paying for KPG on computer, Android and Apple mobile at any time, and Reliably,
investors can download the full node wallet for lockdown Staking, and later
participate in the mobile wallet for Financial activities
Maybe with the advent of Cardano, Hoskinson will finally make peace with the
world.
Recently, Charles Hoskinson, founder of Cardano, released a video titled "In the (On
Wikipedia)" video. In the video, he accuses Wikipedia of imposing arbitrary
commercial censorship on Cardano
Nano piezoelectric sensors (Nanopiezoelectronics)
[Cardano Founder: ADA will be 100 times more decentralized than Bitcoin] Cardano
Founder. Charles Hoskinson, CEO of IOHK, said, "By the end of this year, we will be
the most go to The centralized cryptocurrency, at least about 100 times more than
Bitcoin, as Cardano has incentives to test the net already 1,000 mortgage pools were
registered, most of which are working well. Thus, the demand for a decentralized
system is overwhelming."
The Ledger Nano S has the same features as Trazor with PC support.
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Scope 

The audit focus was on the projects files, and test suite found in the following directories 

of the repository: 

Directory  Commit hash  Commit Date 

TronWatchMarket-Contracts/*.sol 

 

b85097eaf47552dfcb1818648bf

e5a73c99c85cb 

14th April 2019 

 

Architecture 

The call tree from the smart contracts is represented by the following graph. Here we can 

note that the general contracts are common to a lot of core (trading and exchange) 

contracts.  
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1.5 Recommendations 

It is recommendable to address all issues uncovered during this audit process, 

regardless of the severity level. A common approach is to focus and address each issue 

based on severity level, starting with Critical issues, then High, Mid  and finally those 

issues with Low  severity. 

Optional: 
1. Locked money: Contracts programmed to receive tokens should implement a way 

to withdraw it, i.e., call transfer, send, or call.value at least once. 

2. Add a Circuit breaker: If something goes wrong, the owner should be able to 

pause the contract. 

2 Issues Overview 

The following table contains an overview of all the issues discovered during the audit. 

The current (GitHub) status of the discovered problems was also added to the table. 

Item  Title  Status  Severity 

3.1  Compiler version not fixed  Resolved  Mid 

3.2  Replace multiple return values with a struct  Resolved  Low 

3.3  Costly loop  Resolved  Mid 

3.4  Hardcoded address  Resolved  Mid 

3.5  Private modifier  Resolved  Mid 

3.6  Overpowered User  Resolved  High 

3.7  Non-initialized return value  Resolved  Low 

3.8  View-function should not change state  Resolved  Low 
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3.9  Using assembly  Resolved  Low 

 

3 Issues Detail 

For each issue discovered, a detailed description, background and explanation is provided in 

order to issue a Remediation / Recommendation 

3.1 Compiler version not fixed 

Severity  Status  Link  Auditor Comment 

Mid  Resolved  [Link Here]  Specify the exact compiler version to 0.4.25 on 

all TWM files. 

 

Description 

The last version of TRON Solidity is 0.4.25. Some source files enable contract to 

compiles with versions above the last version. 

 

pragma solidity ^0.4.23;  

 

import "../general/Ownable.sol";  

import "../trading/Bank.sol";  

import "../trading/TradingFees.sol"; 

 

TWM Sources 

AbstractExchange.sol - ln.1  TWMToken.sol - ln.1 
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References  

● https://tool.smartdec.net/knowledge/SOLIDITY_ADDRESS_HARDCODED 
 

3.5 Private modifier 

Severity  Status  Link  Auditor Comment 

Mid  Open  [Link Here]  Private modifier does not make a variable 

invisible. 

 

Description 

Private modifier in Solidity does not make a variable invisible. 

 

uint private tronWatchMarketToken 

 

TWM Sources 

Ownable.sol - ln.19 

TWMToken.sol - ln.6 

MessageDateRequirements.sol - ln.16 

OrderStatus.sol - ln.24 

TradingFeeDiscount - ln. 23, 25, 27 

TradingFees.sol - ln.44, 45, 46, 49 

Trc10Bank.sol - ln.42 

ListingManager.sol - ln.50-54 
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